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BEING HOLY IN THE WORLD
THEOLOGY AND CULTURE IN THE THOUGHT OF DAVID L. SCHINDLER
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing "In Being holy in the world, Nicholas Healy and D.C.
Schindler presents the ﬁrst book-length study of David L. Schindler's thought,
compiling essays by twelve scholars that examine Schindler's Trinitarian theology,
ecclesiology, anthropology, and metaphysics in the context of the encounter
between Christianity and contemporary culture"--Page [4] of cover.

CALLED TO BE HOLY IN THE WORLD
AN INTRODUCTION TO CHRISTIAN HISTORY
Wipf and Stock Publishers Called to be Holy in the World presents an overview of
the history of Christianity from Pentecost to the present. Written from a Lutheran
perspective, this book introduces the reader to key Christian ﬁgures and movements
as it encompasses a broad view of God's work in the world. The story after all is
God's story. As His story it is centered in Christ's cross, but extends around the globe
as Christians lived and continue to live out their particular vocations as holy people
in the world. As a resource for students of all ages, this book surveys how
Christianity confronted the world and how Christians tried to balance the challenges
of living wholly and holy in the world. Historical information on various controversies
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provides background information for the volume on Christian doctrine in this series,
Called by the Gospel. Organized in a unique style, each of the twenty-one chapters
deals with one century of Christian history. Discussion questions and reading guides
along with informative side bars provide additional educational resource and
reference material for further study.

HOLY SPIRIT, HOLY LIVING
TOWARD A PRACTICAL THEOLOGY OF HOLINESS FOR TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY CHURCHES
Wipf and Stock Publishers The language of holiness seems outdated. It is a word
that comes to us thwarted by a negative history, associated with undesirable
restrictions and oppressive legalisms. What do you do with a term that has been
negatively socialized, even among churches, when the God of the Bible clearly states
that He wants His people to be holy? Holy Spirit, Holy Living aims to dust oﬀ the
discarded idiom and rediscover the depth and splendor of holiness. What are some
practical implications for theological and spiritual practice? Two broad categories
express the particularity of the Church in the world. As such the Church must
maintain peculiarity to the world. First, holiness properly understood speaks to being
and acting in a way that reﬂects both a regenerated life in Christ and the ongoing
renewal in Christ by the power of the Holy Spirit. Secondly, holiness as a lifestyle
must include at least three principles: rest, being, and doing. These three standards
undergird a life of conviction of faith and practice, worship for God, and service to
others. A holy life follows Christ and is Spirit-ﬁlled. It is unbent by society, which is
numb to what God wants.

FOR THE LIFE OF THE WORLD
THEOLOGY THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Brazos Press Christianity Today 2020 Book Award (Award of Merit, Theology/Ethics)
Outreach 2020 Recommended Resource of the Year (Theology and Biblical Studies)
The question of what makes life worth living is more vital now than ever. In today's
pluralistic, postsecular world, universal values are dismissed as mere matters of
private opinion, and the question of what constitutes ﬂourishing life--for ourselves,
our neighbors, and the planet as a whole--is neglected in our universities, our
churches, and our culture at large. Although we increasingly have technology to do
almost anything, we have little sense of what is truly worth accomplishing. In this
provocative new contribution to public theology, world-renowned theologian Miroslav
Volf (named "America's New Public Intellectual" by Scot McKnight on his Jesus Creed
blog) and Matthew Croasmun explain that the intellectual tools needed to rescue us
from our present malaise and meet our new cultural challenge are the tools of
theology. A renewal of theology is crucial to help us articulate compelling visions of
the good life, ﬁnd our way through the maze of contested questions of value, and
answer the fundamental question of what makes life worth living.
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GOD AT WORK IN THE WORLD
THEOLOGY AND MISSION IN THE GLOBAL CHURCH
Baker Books A leading scholar oﬀers an up-to-date articulation of the theological
grounding of the missionary endeavor. Lalsangkima (Kima) Pachuau argues that
theology of mission deals with God's work in and for the world, which is centered on
salvation in Christ through the power of the Holy Spirit. Pachuau brings a global
perspective to mission theology, explains how theology of mission is related to
theology as a discipline, and recognizes recent critiques of "missions," oﬀering a
compelling response rooted in the very nature of God.

MAJORITY WORLD THEOLOGY
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
InterVarsity Press More Christians live in the Majority World than in Europe and
North America. Yet most theological literature does not reﬂect the rising tide of
Christian reﬂection coming from these regions. Bringing together theological
resources from past and present, East and West, this work engages conversations
with leading global scholars on theology, faith, and mission for the enrichment of the
entire church.

THE HOLY COMMUNION, ITS PHILOSOPHY, THEOLOGY, AND PRACTICE
BECOMING WHOLE AND HOLY
AN INTEGRATIVE CONVERSATION ABOUT CHRISTIAN FORMATION
Baker Academic This Christian formation text combines insights from social
science, biblical studies, and ethics to present a dynamic vision of human holiness
and wholeness.

CATHOLIC THEOLOGY
Bloomsbury Publishing Rowland showcases here the dominant contemporary
approaches to doing Catholic theology. Chapter 1 oﬀers a summary of the two
International Theological Commission (ITC) documents on the discipline of Catholic
theology. These documents set out the general principles which should govern any
approach to Catholic theology (at least according to the ITC). The subsequent
chapters each focus on one of four diﬀerent approaches frequently found in
contemporary Catholic academies: the approach of Thomists, members of the
Communio milieu, members of the Concilium milieu and promoters of diﬀerent
varieties of Liberation Theology. Rowland's work is pitched at the level of ﬁrst time
students of theology who are trying to make sense of the methodological choices
which undergird the diﬀerent approaches to Catholic theology. Rowland concludes
with four appendices: a list of all Doctors of the Church, a list of all encyclicals since
the 19th century, a list of the documents of the Second Vatican Council, and a list of
deﬁnitions of the various Christological heresies which were the subject of the
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debates of the early Church Councils. These appendices will provide useful reference
tables for young scholars, including seminarians.

THE HOLINESS OF GOD
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Central to God’s character is the quality of
holiness. Yet, even so, most people are hard-pressed to deﬁne what God’s holiness
precisely is. Many preachers today avoid the topic altogether because people today
don’t quite know what to do with words like “awe” or “fear.” R. C. Sproul, in this
classic work, puts the holiness of God in its proper and central place in the Christian
life. He paints an awe-inspiring vision of God that encourages Christian to become
holy just as God is holy. Once you encounter the holiness of God, your life will never
be the same.

HOW TO BE HOLY
FIRST STEPS IN BECOMING A SAINT
Ignatius Press "Life, in the end, has only one tragedy: not to have been a saint." –
Léon Bloy The ever-popular and proliﬁc Peter Kreeft says that the most important
question he has written about is how one becomes holy; or to put it another way,
how one becomes a saint. This question is central to all the great religions, Kreeft
demonstrates, for striving toward holiness, moving toward perfect love, is the whole
purpose of life. Kreeft admits that he is only a beginner on the climb to holiness, and
it is to novices like him that he has written this engaging and encouraging book.
Using the insights and experiences of saints and great spiritual writers throughout
history, Kreeft shows what holiness is and how it can be achieved. He especially
draws upon the spiritual classic Abandonment to Divine Providence by Jean-Pierre de
Caussade, S.J. The core of Caussade's timeless gem is that God reveals himself to all
of us through the daily events of our lives. The surest way toward spiritual growth,
therefore, is by perceiving and accepting the merciful will of God in every situation.
Kreeft stresses the simplicity of his approach to holiness, which focuses mainly on
the virtue of love. Sanctity is love, he asserts, and only that can give us what we all
long for—deep and lasting joy.

THE GREAT PASSION
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Widely regard to be the twentieth century's
greatest theologian, Karth Barth's work refocused the task of Christian theology and
demonstrated its relevance to every domain of human life, from the spiritual to
social to the political. It is precisely the broad sweep of Barth's theology that makes
a book like "The Great Passion" necessary -- a succinct yet comprehensive
introduction to Barth's entire theological program. Of the many people who write on
the life and thought of Karl Barth, Eberhard Busch is uniquely placed. A worldrenowned expert on Barth's theology, he also served as Barth's personal assistant
from 1965 to 1968. As Busch explains, one cannot fully understand Barth the
theologian without also understanding Barth the man. In this book he weaves
doctrine and biography into a superb presentation of Barth's complete work. Busch
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purpose in this introduction is to guide readers through the main themes of Barth's
monumental "Church Dogmatics" against the horizon of our modern times and
problems. In ten sections Busch clearly explains Barth's views on all of the major
subject areas of systematic theology: the nature of revelation, Israel and christology,
the Trinity and the doctrine of predestination, the problem of religion, gospel and
law, creation, salvation, the Holy Spirit, eccclesiology, and eschatology. A distinctive
feature of the book is the way Busch lets Barth speak for himself, often through
surprising quotations. Busch also shows how Barth's writing should be read as a
dialogue, constantly and consciously engaging other voices past and present, both in
and outside of the church. Most important of all, however, is the way the book
demonstrates that Barth'sthought is not only still accessible today but also
remarkably helpful. How good it is that the author of the rich Karl Barth biography
has drawn anew on his intimate acquaintance with the person and work of Barth to
introduce the theology of the "Church Dogmatics." In this study we are engaged by a
theology that, as if stubbornly, asked and still asks diﬀerent questions, addressed
and still addresses things other than what in Barth's own time and also now in ours
claims to be at the center of the science of theology. Eberhard Busch has written a
passionate, wonderfully readable book that portrays how "thinking" about the
friendliness of God for humanity' can itself becomes a great passion.

DOORS IN THE WALLS OF THE WORLD
SIGNS OF TRANSCENDENCE IN THE HUMAN STORY
Ignatius Press "There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamt of in your philosophy."— Hamlet After William Shakespeare's Horatio sees
the ghost of Hamlet's father, and scarcely believes his own eyes, Hamlet tells him
that there is more to reality than he can know or imagine, including ghosts. Hamlet's
statement suggests that the walls of the material world, which we perceive with our
senses and analyze with our intellects, have doors that open into the More beyond
them. Philosopher Peter Kreeft explains in this book that the More includes "The
Absolute Good, Platonic Forms, God, gods, angels, spirits, ghosts, souls, Brahman,
Rta (the Hindu ontological basis for cosmological karma), Nirvana, Tao, 'the will of
Heaven', The Meaning of It All, Something that deserves a capital letter." With razorsharp reasoning and irrepressible joy, Kreeft helps us to ﬁnd the doors in the walls of
the world. Drawing on history, physical science, psychology, religion, philosophy,
literature, and art, he invites us to welcome what lies on the other side so that we
can begin living the life of Heaven in the here and now.

HOW TO DESTROY WESTERN CIVILIZATION AND OTHER TOPICS
Ignatius Press Peter Kreeft presents a series of brilliant essays about many of the
problems that undermine our Western civilization, along with ways to address them.
"These essays are not new proposals or solutions to today's problems," he says.
"They are old. They have been tried, and have worked. They have made people
happy and good. That is what makes them so radical and so unusual today." In his
witty, readable style, Kreeft implores us to gather wisdom and preserve it, as the
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monks did in the Middle Ages. He oﬀers relevant philosophical precepts, divided into
various categories, that can be collected and remembered in order to guide us and
future generations in the days ahead. Kreeft emphasizes that the most necessary
thing to save our civilization is to have children. If we don't have children, our
civilization will cease to exist. The "unmentionable elephant in the room", he tells us,
is sex, properly understood. Religious liberty is being attacked in the name of
"sexual liberty", in other words, abortion. Kreeft encourages us to ﬁght back—with
joy and conﬁdence—with the one weapon that will win the future: children.

FOUND THEOLOGY
HISTORY, IMAGINATION AND THE HOLY SPIRIT
A&C Black How can theology respond to changing historical circumstances
imaginatively and creatively? This book seeks to answer this question.

APOCALYPTIC THOUGHT IN EARLY CHRISTIANITY (HOLY CROSS
STUDIES IN PATRISTIC THEOLOGY AND HISTORY)
Baker Books This volume explores how early Christian understandings of
apocalyptic writings and teachings are reﬂected in the theology, social practices, and
institutions of the early church. It enables pastors and serious students of the Bible-particularly those interested in patristics and church history--to read the book of
Revelation and related writings through ancient Christian eyes. This is the second
volume in Holy Cross Studies in Patristic Theology and History, a partnership
between Baker Academic and the Stephen and Catherine Pappas Patristic Institute of
Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology in Brookline, Massachusetts. The
series is a deliberate outreach by the Orthodox community to Protestant and
Catholic seminarians, pastors, and theologians. In these multiauthor books,
contributors from all traditions focus on the patristic (especially Greek patristic)
heritage.

THE FUTURE OF JEWISH THEOLOGY
John Wiley & Sons This engaging argument for the future of Jewish theology,
written by a renowned Jewish scholar, provides a rounded introduction to the faith,
its history, and its place in the modern world. Explores foundational Jewish structures
and concepts through the discussion and interpretation of Jewish texts Argues that
we must acknowledge holiness as a ritual and ethical reality in order to heal the rift
between diﬀerent forms of Jewish practice and theology Covers historical context as
well as the relations between Judaism, Israel and the wider world today Speaks to
both Jews and non-Jews and demonstrates through textual readings how Jews,
Christians, and Muslims can understand and share their theological riches

KARL BARTH'S DOCTRINE OF HOLY SCRIPTURE
Wipf and Stock Publishers Hardly any Christian doctrine is discussed so much
today as that of Holy Scripture. Innumerable books are published about it, and
oﬃcial discussions in many churches are concerned with it. Karl Barth’s doctrine
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plays a great part, whether positively or negatively, in all of these discussions and
reports. His stature is so great that no one can deal with the problem of Holy
Scripture without considering Barth’s view and deﬁning his own position over against
it. Indeed, many aspects of Barth’s view have come to be generally accepted as
beyond criticism. Such uncritical acceptance is itself a good reason to devote a
special study to Barth’s doctrine of Holy Scripture, because, no matter how we
assess it, the Church Dogmatics of Karl Barth is one of the greatest forces in the
modern theological world. In its vastness and variety, its comprehensiveness and
detail, it constitutes a challenge to every school. Nor is it to be met by caricature or
sweeping generalization. The individual themes demand searching analysis and
appraisal at the exegetical, historical, and dogmatic levels at which Barth himself
develops them. Only on the basis of detailed treatment can there be ultimate
understanding and assessment of the whole. It is because Dr. Runia tackles this
preliminary problem that his present work is so signiﬁcant. He does not add to the
list of general books. Choosing a critical and sensitive area, he devotes himself to
the concentrated task of presenting the Barthian teaching on inspiration in its
normative form. In the course of his analysis he examines the proposed biblical basis
of Barth’s statement and brings it into lively interaction with the Reformation
tradition which Barth believes that he represents. By means of a thorough inquiry
into the single point, Dr. Runia thus gives us a far more informative, stimulating, and
authoritative criticism that is possible in more comprehensive studies. The result is a
valuable work which deserves to be widely studied and which should serve as a
model for similar investigations into the many detailed themes of the Dogmatics. It is
characterized by an honesty and relevance which gives it more than a narrowly
academic interest. The real problems are faced, and it is candidly the most orthodox
of statements. Yet the great verities of the traditional doctrine emerge the clearer
and stronger for this powerful discussion, and in such a way that they may again
make their salutary impact on a wider theological front.

CREATOR SPIRIT
THE HOLY SPIRIT AND THE ART OF BECOMING HUMAN
Baker Academic Erika experiences German reuniﬁcation ﬁrsthand, in 1990 Berlin;
she lives through the consequences of the Gulf War raging in Iraq, and skirts Berlin
anti-war demonstrations; she indulges in the Munich Oktoberfest, while on TDY in
Hamburg; and she is caught up in time travel back to 1987, and deals with spies
spelling double trouble -- all amid a blossoming love aﬀair between two friends. "Spy
Songs" is Ms. Larmon's second book in her "Time Travel 101" series, following "Swan
Songs."

REVELATION
Canongate Books The ﬁnal book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate
judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and
numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be
destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
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THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES
Canongate Books Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's
followers during the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles,
formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the
Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D.
James

MAJORITY WORLD THEOLOGY
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
InterVarsity Press More Christians live in the Majority World than in Europe and
North America. Yet most theological literature does not reﬂect the rising tide of
Christian reﬂection coming from these regions. Bringing together theological
resources from past and present, East and West, this work engages conversations
with leading global scholars on theology, faith, and mission for the enrichment of the
entire church.

THE EARTH IS GOD'S
A THEOLOGY OF AMERICAN CULTURE
Noting that "Christians in the 20th century have not been able to make up their
minds whether God and our corporate lives have anything to do with each other,"
Dyrness explores the century's theological trends. Citing the impact of contemporary
hermeneutics, Dyrness shows how the Bible still functions as a master narrative
wherein Christians can ﬁnd themselves. Dyrness addresses various aspects of
contemporary culture, constructing a theology of embodiment that connects culture
and worship in concrete ways.

AN INTRODUCTORY DICTIONARY OF THEOLOGY AND RELIGIOUS
STUDIES
Liturgical Press Spanning the gamut from "Aaron" to "Zwingli," this dictionary
includes nearly 3,000 entries written by about sixty authors, all of whom are
specialists in their various theological and religious disciplines. The editors have
designed the dictionary especially to aid the introductory-level student with instant
access to deﬁnitions of terms likely to be encountered in, but not to substitute for,
classroom presentations or reading assignments. - Publisher.

THE SPIRIT OVER THE EARTH
PNEUMATOLOGY IN THE MAJORITY WORLD
Langham Global Library Though the global center of Christianity has been shifting
south and east over the past few decades, very few theological resources have dealt
with the seismic changes afoot. The Majority World Theology series seeks to remedy
that lack by gathering well-regarded Christian thinkers from around the world to
discuss the signiﬁcance of Christian teaching in their respective contexts. The
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contributors to this volume reﬂect deeply on the role of the Holy Spirit in both the
church and the world in dialogue with their respective contexts and cultures. Taking
African, Asian, and Latin American cultural contexts into account gives rise to fresh
questions and insights regarding the Spirit's work as witnessed in the world and
demonstrates how the theological heritage of the West is not adequate alone to
address the theological necessities of communities worldwide.

THE HOLY FOOL
CHRISTIAN FAITH AND THEOLOGY IN J.M.R. LENZ
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP An examination of the theological focus of J.M.R.
Lenz's theoretical writings.

MARRIAGE
ITS FOUNDATION, THEOLOGY, AND MISSION IN A CHANGING WORLD
Moody Publishers Never has the sacred covenant of marriage been more maligned
than it is today. It can be diﬃcult to know how to respond to a culture that is
becoming more and more antagonistic to biblical beliefs about marriage. And this is
a topic worth getting right. Marriage was given to us as a picture of the triune God in
relationship with his people, which means what we believe about marriage is
indissolubly tied to what we believe about God and his creating and saving purposes.
Therefore, it is more important now than ever that we think theologically and
carefully about what marriage is and how we live faithfully in it. Marriage: Its
Foundation, Theology, and Mission in a Changing World is the much-needed work on
marriage for this generation and the next. Rooted in a scriptural understanding of
marriage, it thoughtfully engages the issues surrounding marriage being debated
today and lays the groundwork for the crucial conversations of our day. Each section
contains chapters from trusted theologians as well as experienced practitioners who
work with couples daily. Rediscover the beauty of God’s design for marriage and be
strengthened to stand ﬁrm amidst any challenges the world may bring

A PLACE IN THE SUN
LIBERATION THEOLOGY IN THE THIRD WORLD
OPEN TO THE SPIRIT
GOD IN US, GOD WITH US, GOD TRANSFORMING US
WaterBrook World-renowned New Testament scholar oﬀers a straightforward
examination of what the Bible says about the Holy Spirit. Who exactly is the Holy
Spirit? What does he do in our lives? How can we know him more deeply, and is it
possible to tap into his power? Should we pray to the Holy Spirit? Is it possible to be
aware of his promptings and speaking into our lives? Dr. Scot McKnight answers
these questions and more in this comprehensive examination of what the Bible says
about this divinely important, but often confusing member of the Trinity. This is the
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third work in a three-part series examining some of the more mysterious
components of the Christian faith. Scot's The Heaven Promise examines the afterlife.
The Hum of Angels elucidates the Bible's teaching on God's supernatural
messengers and protectors. Now, Open to the Spirit examines the most mysterious
member of the Trinity. Scot blogs at Patheos, a large multi-perspective blog format.
It serves many inﬂuential voices from many faith and non-faith traditions. Scot's blog
draws primarily a Christian readership; one that is looking for intellectual
engagement and thoughtful analysis of Scripture, Theology, and Culture.

WHAT IS NEGATIVE THEOLOGY, AND WHO ARE ITS ABETTORS?, OR,
SILENT LONG (MR. LYNCH) AND HIS TEACHINGS WEIGHED IN "THE
BALANCES OF THE SANCTUARY"
A SEQUEL TO "WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?"
THEOLOGY FOR EARTH COMMUNITY
A FIELD GUIDE
Wipf and Stock Publishers This volume brings together original essays by both
seasoned professionals and emerging scholars who examine state-of-the-art
scholarship and pedagogy in ecologically-alert theology. Authors assess what various
theologians have to oﬀer, and draw implications for reshaping religious and
environmental studies, as well as preparing the next generations of church leaders
or pastoral workers. What needs to be done, these authors ask, to bring biblical
studies, systematics, social ethics, practical theology, spiritual formation, and liturgy
up to speed with eco-justice thought and action on environmental questions?

THE CONGREGATIONALIST AND CHRISTIAN WORLD
EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT HEAVEN
BUT NEVER DREAMED OF ASKING
Ignatius Press "Standing on the shoulders of C.S. Lewis", Kreeft provides a look at
the nature of heaven. A refreshingly clear, theologically sound glimpse of the
"undiscovered country". Kreeft speaks to the heart and the mind for an unexcelled
look at one of the most popular, yet least understood, subjects in religion.

A DISSERTATION ON THE LIFE, THEOLOGY, AND TIMES OF DR. JEREMY
TAYLOR
THE HOLY SPIRIT
Abingdon Press Do you realize what baptism really means? Through the Holy Spirit
we become part of the Body of Christ! The work of the Spirit is often thought of as
“inspirational,” but it’s more than a personal experience and this book challenges
some of those individualistic and subjectivist accounts. You’ll come to understand
that the Holy Spirit is who God is and what God does as the Trinity. And you’ll learn
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how to prayerfully embrace this gift that created the church and become empowered
to live out holy love and friendship in the world. “Hauerwas and Willimon are among
the most reliable teachers of the church. Ours is a time when faithful teaching is
urgent in the church that is compromised, bewildered and domesticated. This study
by these trustworthy teachers on the Holy Spirit is a robust aﬃrmation of the way in
which core claims made concerning God’s Spirit matter concretely in the life of the
church. This book is an invitation to fresh learning, to repentance, and to the
recovery of missional nerve.” -Walter Brueggemann, Columbia Theological Seminary
"For too long many Christians have neglected the Holy Spirit; some even fear the
Holy Spirit. Hauerwas and Willimon challenge them to rediscover the Comforter, the
Advocate, for the renewal of the Christian church and the world. This is a welcome
and much needed corrective to common Christian forgetfulness of the Spirit.” -Roger
E. Olson, Foy Valentine Professor of Christian Theology and Ethics, George W. Truett
Theological Seminary, Baylor University "The Holy Spirit is too often considered the
junior partner of the Trinity. Therefore, this book by two eminent churchmen is a
cause for celebration, reminding us of the importance and vitality of an orthodox
view of God's Spirit." -Tony Jones, author of Did God Kill Jesus? andtheologian-inresidence at Solomon’s Porch in Minneapolis. He teaches theology at Fuller
Theological Seminary and United Theological Seminary of the Twin Cities. "When
these two long-time theologian-friends and disciples of Jesus, gather in a room to
write, you can be sure that you will hear a sound of a rushing mighty wind, feel the
heat of holy ﬁre, and be ignited by dynamite on the page as you read. Whether it be
theTrinity, Pentecost, holiness, or the last things, this is not just another book, this is
literary bread from heaven fed to you by anointed servants of the Holy Spirit. Take,
eat and be ﬁlled with the Spirit of Christ!" -Luke A. Powery, Dean of the Chapel and
Associate Professor of Homiletics, Duke University This engaging and accessible
pneumatological overview,written by two leading voices of theological wisdom and
church renewal, is a rich collaborative discussion, which weaves together poignant
and wide-ranging doctrinal insight (from the historic creeds, to the Wesleyan
heritage, to contemporary Pentecostalism), punctuated by perceptive liturgical
applications, fresh biblical expositions, memorable testimonial observations, and
passionate pastoral appeals – all driving toward the earnest prayer of its authors,
"Come, Holy Spirit!" -Rickie D. Moore, Associate Dean of the School of Religion,
Professor of Old Testament, Lee University

RELIGION AND RATIONAL THEOLOGY
Cambridge University Press This volume collects all of Kant's writings on religion
and rational theology.

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
SELECTED FROM HIS PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED WRITINGS, AND
SYSTEMATICALLY ARRANGED
CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY; OR, THE FALL OF ADAM CONSIDERED WITH
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REFERENCE TO ITSRELATION TO CHRISTIANITY AND MODERN
THOUGHT, ETC
THEOLOGY AFTER CHRISTENDOM
FORMING PROPHETS FOR A POST-CHRISTIAN WORLD
Wipf and Stock Publishers Christianity must be understood not as a religion of
private salvation, but as a gospel movement of universal compassion, which
transforms the world in the power of God's truth. Amid several major global crises,
including the rise of terrorism and religious fundamentalism and a sudden
resurgence of political extremism, Christians must now face up fearlessly to the
challenges of living in a "post-truth" age in which deceitful politicians present their
media-spun fabrications as "alternative facts." This book is an attempt to enact a
transformative theology for these changing times that will equip the global Christian
community to take a stand for the gospel in an age of cultural despair and moral
fragmentation. The emerging post-Christendom era calls for a new vision of
Christianity that has come of age and connects with the spiritual crisis of our times.
In helping to make this vision a reality, Searle insists that theology is not merely an
academic discipline, but a transformative enterprise that changes the world.
Theology is to be experienced not just behind a desk, in an armchair, or in a church,
but also in hospitals, in foodbanks, in workplaces, and on the streets. Theology is to
be lived as well as read.

A CALL TO CHRISTIAN FORMATION
HOW THEOLOGY MAKES SENSE OF OUR WORLD
Baker Academic This book shows that theology is both integrally related to
formation in Jesus Christ and shapes our understanding of the world. Christian
formation is incomplete and impossible without theological formation, because Christ
transforms our hearts and minds, attuning them to the reality of God. As the authors
explore the deep connections between theology and the life of the Christian, they
emphasize Christian formation as a deﬁning feature of the church, arguing that
theology must be integrally connected to the church's traditions and practices.
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